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Abstract
Gnutella overlays have evolved to use a two-tier topology. However, we observed that the new topology had
only achieved modest improvements in search success rates.
Also, the new two-tier topology had not reduced the message routing overhead and bandwidth consumption. In this
work, we used local information at each node to construct
an overlay, Makalu, that improved search performance and
reduced bandwidth consumption. The overlay maximized
the expansion from each node’s neighborhood while minimizing the latency to its neighbors. We show that for
a 100,000 node system, wild card searches using flooding successfully resolved most queries within four hops for
object replications ratios as lows as 0.05% (50 randomly
distributed copies) with less than 3% duplicate messages.
Using attenuated bloom filters to route messages for exact identifier searches, we show that Makalu resolved most
queries with less than ten messages for networks as large as
100,000 nodes. The performance of this search is comparable to that of structured P2P systems. Finally, using data
from traffic traces of Gnutella in 2003 and 2006, we demonstrated search success rates that were up to five times more
successful and required 75% less bandwidth on a Makalu
overlay than on a modern Gnutella overlay.
Keywords: P2P and Ubiquitous Computing

1. Introduction
The popularity of Gnutella [24] coupled with poor internet connections of many users [27] exposed the fundamental performance issues of the Gnutella protocol. The original protocol treated all peers equally. However, many peers
with poor network connectivity could not effectively handle many connections to neighbors and could not support
the bandwidth demands of routing and forwarding queries.
As a result, search performance suffered; many queries experienced long queueing times or were not resolved at all.
∗ This work was supported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation (CNS-0447671).

To address these problems, a new protocol (v0.6) [15] was
created. The new protocol treated poorly connected nodes
(leaves) differently than well connected nodes (ultra-peers).
The purpose of the new architecture was to shift the burden
of handling message routing away from leaf peers to more
well connected ultra-peers. To this end, the majority of messages handled in Gnutella are the responsibility of the ultrapeers. Although these changes successfully addressed the
issue of bandwidth utilization at the leaves, they did not address the problem of poor search performance in Gnutella.
We previously studied the long-term evolution of Gnutella
traffic as the network shifted from the v0.4 to v0.6 protocol
[1]. Between 2003 and 2006, query success rates experienced by intermediate nodes only increased from 3.5% to
6.9%. Over 90% of all the bytes received by these intermediate nodes are wasted. Additionally, the number of messages sent per query has increased an order of magnitude
since 2003.
In this paper, we developed an overlay that improved
search performance in unstructured P2P networks. Our fundamental assertion is that search performance is directly affected by the connectivity properties of the underlying overlay. In addition to improving search performance, good
connectivity results in an overlay that is fault-tolerant. Our
algorithm, Makalu, relies only on local information for each
node and maximizes the expansion from each node’s neighborhood while minimizing the latency to its neighbors. We
show that our overlay exhibited expansion properties similar to expander graphs[3, 12], which are graphs known to
have good connectivity. We exploited the good connectivity
of Makalu to solve the problem of efficient wild-card and
attribute searches using flooding. In particular, we show
that Makalu resolved most queries within four hops in a
100,000 node network while minimizing the number of duplicate messages that were generated. In addition to flooding searches, we also exploited the expander graphs properties of Makalu to support efficient identifier searches in
unstructured P2P systems. Having access to a large set of
nodes within a few hops increased the amount of information about the system available to each node. We leveraged this to implement a routing algorithm using attenuated

Bloom filters [25] to handle identifier search. We show that
this mechanism successfully resolved all queries with fewer
than 10 messages on a 10,000 node network and fewer than
20 messages on a 100,000 node network even when replication ratios for objects are as low as 0.1%. In applications
such as the Gnutella file-sharing network [14, 15] that operate with query success rates of less than 10%, we show experimentally that our overlay Makalu achieved higher query
success rates with lower bandwidth utilization and a lower
number of connections per node. Using query request rates
obtained from [1], we validated our design by showing that
a Makalu overlay resolved five times as many queries and
use 75% less bandwidth than Gnutella. Further, we show
that Makalu achieved this with fewer than 20% of neighbors required by a typical Gnutella ultra-peer.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the design of the Makalu overlay algorithm and
presents an analysis of the structural and connectivity properties of Makalu overlay topologies Section 3. We then
show that Makalu exhibits both good search performance
and scales well for searches in large networks in Section 4.
Next we provide some experimental results in Section 5 to
validate Makalu. In Section 6 we discuss related work and
provide concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. Design of the Makalu Overlay Algorithm
In this section, we describe the Makalu algorithm. We
first describe the intuition behind the design of the algorithm
and formally describe Makalu’s peer rating function.

2.1. Makalu Peer Rating Function
The central component of Makalu is the peer rating function. Each node makes decisions about accepting connections and pruning existing neighbors based on the result of
the peer rating function. The peer rating function computes
the relative connectivity and proximity for each neighbor.
The connectivity is determined by counting the number of
nodes that are reachable through the given neighbor and
only that neighbor. The rating function then divides the total number of nodes reachable through all neighbors by this
value to determine a relative connectivity value. A higher
value indicates a node that offers higher connectivity to the
rest of the network. Conversely, if most of the nodes reachable through a given neighbor are reachable through other
paths, then that neighbor isn’t contributing significantly to
the connectivity and its score would be lower. The proximity of each neighbor is computed in a similar manner by
dividing the maximum latency to a neighbor by the latency
of each neighbor. A lower scores reflect neighbors that are
far away and thus have high latency costs. The proximity and connectivity scores for each neighbor are combined

and used to rank each neighbor.
Before formally describing the details of how ratings are
computed, we first define some terminology. V and E correspond to the set of nodes and edges in a graph respectively. du,v is the cost (latency) of the edge (u, v) ∈ E with
u ∈ V and v ∈ V . The neighborhood Γu of a node u, specifies the set of nodes directly connected to the given node.
The node boundary of a set of nodes, ∂S, represents the collective neighborhoods of all nodes in the set. More specifically, it is the union of all the neighborhoods of the nodes in
the set minus the actual nodes in the set. The unique reachable set, Ru,v , specifies the set of nodes reachable from a
node, u, through another node, v, such that those nodes are
only reachable from u through v and not through any other
of u’s neighbors.
Node u computes the rating for a neighbor v using connectivity information from v. It considers the set of nodes
that form v’s neighborhood, Γv , and subtracts from that set
any nodes reachable from another of u’s neighbors. This
forms the unique reachable set from u through v, Ru,v . The
algorithm then computes the ratio of the size of Ru,v to the
size of ∂Γu , all the nodes reachable through all of u’s neighbors (the node boundary of the neighborhood of u). The
ratio of the maximum latency to its neighbors, dmax , to the
latency to v, du,v is then computed. The algorithm then
combines these two ratios and computes a rating for v using
|R
|
+ β ddmax
where dmax
the utility function: Fu,v = α |∂Γu,v
u|
u,v
is the maximum latency to a neighbor of u and α and β
are weighting factors for connectivity and proximity respectively. If α = 1 and β = 0, the algorithm is biased toward
creating an overlay that is well connected but possibly with
poor communication costs. If instead α = 0 and β = 1,
the algorithm would create an overlay that has low communication costs at the expense of connectivity. Currently,
we give equal weight to both connectivity and proximity
and set α = β = 1 to generate an overlay that treats both
connectivity and proximity with equal weight. The resulting ranks are then sorted and the lowest ranking neighbor is
disconnected. At each stage the algorithm makes a decision
to maximize the utility of its neighbors. Each node seeks to
maximize its connection to the P2P network while working
within its own capacity constraints. In particular, each node
can have different degrees as dictated by its connectivity
on the physical network. Having nodes of different degrees
doesn’t affect the algorithm as each node selects its required
number of peers such that the selected peers maximize the
utility function F . Additionally, when the degree of a node
changes in response to a change in the available bandwidth,
the node initiates a pruning mechanism that evaluates its
current neighbors using the utility function F and pruning
its neighbors with the lowest utility cost until the requisite
number of neighbors is reached.
In the following sections we describe the requirements

of an overlay to support improved search performance and
present an algorithm that uses the peer rating function to
create an overlay that meets these requirements.

Makalu’s overlays exhibited better fault tolerance and performance than the current Gnutella overlays.

3.1. Analysis Setup
2.2. Makalu Connection Management
Any node joining the overlay needs the address of at least
one seed peer. It uses the seed as the starting point of a random walk in order to gather a list of candidate peers. Once a
suitable set of candidates is obtained, the node may attempt
to establish connections to those nodes in its candidate set
until it has obtained sufficient neighbors.
Once a node is connected, it switches to a management
phase. In this phase, the node accepts incoming connections
as part of its participation in the network. If the number of
connections exceeds the maximum number of connections
for the node, it proceeds to prune the lower quality connections (neighbors). The ranking of neighbors is done by
computing a score for each neighbor using the Makalu peer
rating function. The basic algorithm for managing connections is described below:
Function:Manage()
repeat
accept connections
while neighbors > max connections do
compute rating for each neighbor
remove neighbor with lowest rating
end
until disconnected ;
Formally, the Makalu algorithm selects neighbors that
maximize the node expansion from the local node’s neighborhood while minimizing the cost to its neighbors. The
algorithm computes a rating for each neighbor that factors
in that neighbor’s proximity and connectivity to the rest of
the network. Preference is given to neighbors that are near
(low latency) and neighbors that provide good connectivity
to the rest of the overlay. When a node needs to determine
whether to make a connection to a new peer, it provisionally
considers the candidate peer as its neighbor and computes a
rating for all of its neighbors including the candidate peer.
The node then keeps the connections with the best rating.
The number of neighbors for each node can be controlled
by the node itself and reflects the number of connections
that the node’s current available bandwidth can support.

3. Analysis of Makalu Topology
In the previous section we described the Makalu algorithm. In this section we show that Makalu generated overlays with good connectivity properties. We also show that

For our experiments, we developed our own network
simulator. To validate the topology creation and maintenance mechanisms, we simulated the systems using various physical network models. First, we created a synthetic
network model where nodes are assigned coordinates on a
plane. The network latency for this model is the Euclidean
distance between the nodes. In addition to the Euclidean
network model, we used a GT-ITM Transit-Stub [32] network model as well as an artificial network model based on
an expanded version of the the all-pairs ping times between
PlanetLab node collected by Stribling [28].
We generated Makalu topologies using the algorithm described in the previous section. To simulate variable node
capacities, we randomly assigned node degrees to each
node. Even for large simulations where the number of nodes
was greater than 100K, a mean node degree of 10 to 12 was
sufficient to obtain good performance. For comparison, we
created a randomized power law topology (Gnutella v0.4)
using the parameters described in [27, 26] as well as parameters that we extracted from our more current crawls
of the Gnutella network and from [29, 24] for the modern
Gnutella v0.6 two-tier ultra-peer topologies. k-regular random graphs are expected to be good expanders, but are difficult to maintain in dynamic P2P environments. Therefore,
we use k-regular random graphs only as a theoretical optimal graph for comparison purposes. The k-regular random graphs were generated using the algorithm described
by Kim et. al. [17].
In the following sections, we compare the path costs and
structural properties of Makalu overlays to the properties
of expander graphs and show the relationship between the
structural properties of an overlay and the overlay’s tolerance to node failures.

3.2. Graph Diameter and Characteristic
Paths
Our aim was to create topologies that were compact with
low average communication costs. We used graph diameter
and characteristic path length and cost to evaluate our overlay. For this experiment, we computed All-Pairs Shortest
Paths between each node in the overlay networks and kept
track of cost both in terms of hops and physical network latency. This step is computationally intensive and does not
scale well for analyzing networks greater than a few thousand peers. For this reason, we limited the network size
to 10,000. The Makalu topology had an average shortest
path cost of 1205.905 compared to 1629.639 of a k-regular

random graph. The Gnutella v0.4 and v0.6 topologies had
average path costs of 2915.106 and 1370.809 respectively.
Similarly, when we examined the graph diameter, Makalu
topologies were compact with an average diameter of 5.
This was slightly lower than the diameter of a modern twotier Gnutella topology and a k-regular random graph, both
of which had an average diameter of 6. The average diameter of the classic Gnutella power law topology was 16.
Makalu generated topologies with both low diameter and
low average communication costs. In the next section we
examine the structural properties of Makalu.

3.3. Structural and Connectivity Properties
We next examined Makalu’s connectivity properties.
Good connectivity is implied by high expansion. However, determining the expansion of a graph is co-NPcomplete [8]. Therefore, we turned to spectral graph theory [8, 16, 11] to get approximations for the expansion of
a graph. We used the eigenvalue spectrum of the Laplacian matrix representation of a graph [8] to determine the
graph’s algebraic connectivity. The algebraic connectivity
describes compactness of a graph; higher values of algebraic connectivity indicate a more connected and compact
graph. Given the eigenvalues of the Laplacian of a graph
in increasing order, the second smallest eigenvalue, λ1 , is
the algebraic connectivity [10]. The algebraic connectivity
gives us the following bounds on the vertex expansion of a
graph: λ1 (G) ≤ v(G) ≤ dmin (G) where v(G) is the vertex connectivity of the graph and dmin (G) is the minimal
degree of any vertex in G. We can use this to show that
a graph with high algebraic connectivity also has high expansion. For this experiment, we computed the Laplacian
eigenvalue spectrum of the overlays generated by each algorithm. The algebraic connectivity for a k-regular random
graph was 2.7315. The Makalu overlay had an algebraic
connectivity of 2.7189, close to the ideal of a k-regular random graph. The Gnutella v0.4 topology had a very low algebraic connectivity (0.035); this is a known consequence
of its power law structure. The Gnutella v0.6 topology had
better connectivity than the v0.4 topology (0.936), but it is
significantly lower than Makalu’s connectivity.

3.4. Fault Tolerance of Makalu
Next, we explored the effect of node failures on the connectivity and properties of the topologies created by the different algorithms. In particular, we are concerned with determining the resiliency of the topologies to the failure of
the most highly connected nodes as these nodes represent
important nodes in the network. In the interest of space,
we present only the results from failing the most highly
connected nodes. For this analysis we generated the vari-

Figure 1. Normalized Laplacian eigenvalue
spectrum when the most highly connected
nodes fail and are removed from the Makalu
topology.

ous topologies and induced a non-recoverable and instantaneous failure of the most highly connected nodes as well
as for random nodes. This simulates a worst-case failure
model where all failed nodes disappear instantly. The analysis is performed on a snapshot of the overlay immediately
after the failure occurs so that the remaining nodes are not
given the opportunity to recover. We need to compare the
connectivity of graphs of different sizes to evaluate how the
loss of nodes affect their connectivity. The standard Laplacian eigenvalue spectrum is not well-suited for this as it can
only compare graphs of the same size. Instead, we employ
the normalized Laplacian matrix [8] of the graph.
The normalized Laplacian matrix constrains the resulting eigenvalues to the interval [0,2]. Each data point is defined to be (xi , yi ) where xi is the normalized rank of the
ri
ith eigenvalue given by xi = n−1
and yi is the ith eigenvalue. The eigenvalues are arranged in increasing order, ri
denotes the rank of the ith eigenvalue. This results in graphs
with x values in the interval [0:1] and y values in the interval
[0:2]. The multiplicity of eigenvalue 0 describes the number
of connected components in the graph [8]. The multiplicity of eigenvalue 1 is related to the number of “edge” nodes
that are weakly connected to the network [31]. A higher
multiplicity of eigenvalue 1 implies more weakly connected
“edge” nodes.
For this experiment, we plotted the normalized Laplacian spectrum of the overlay created by each algorithm.
As nodes fail, we preferred the plots to remain similar to
the normalized Laplacian spectrum of a k-regular random
graph. As shown in Figure 1, the multiplicity of eigenvalue

0 remained at one for the Makalu topology. This means
that although node failures exist, the overlay remained fully
connected. Additionally, we observe that the structure of
the Makalu topology did not vary significantly with added
failures. The remaining nodes did not become weakly connected. We can see this in Figure 1 by noticing that the
multiplicity of eigenvalue 1 remained low. Even with 30%
node failures, the Makalu algorithm maintained a spectrum
that was similar to the ideal spectrum of a k-regular random graph. This is important because the structural properties, as we will see in the next section, have implications on
the ability of the overlay to support efficient search mechanisms.

4. Search Performance Analysis
In the previous sections we described Makalu and
showed that it achieved the desirable properties of good
connectivity needed to support efficient searches. Under
the failure of the most highly connected nodes, a Makalu
overlay’s connectivity did not vary significantly thus allowing the remaining nodes to stay well connected. Additionally, Makalu created overlays with good connectivity using
only information local to each node. In this section, we
show how Makalu’s good connectivity yielded improved
search performance. We first describe our experimental
setup and then present our analysis for flooding and identifier searches.

4.1. System Setup
For our experiments we created a simulator to study the
performance of the different search mechanisms on different topologies. We performed our experiments with networks ranging in size from 100 nodes to 100,000 nodes.
In this paper, replication ratio represents the percentage of
nodes that contain a replica for a given object. Additionally, the nodes that contain a replica for a given object were
chosen uniformly at random. We compared our results to
search in a classic Gnutella power law topology and to a
modern Gnutella two-tier ultra-peer topology. In the case
where multiple replicas of an object existed in the system,
the query was considered to be successfully resolved if at
least one of the replicas was located. We performed 100
separate runs with each run issuing 1,000 queries. Results
reported represent the mean of these runs.

most objects in file-sharing systems were not highly replicated, we limited our analysis to replication rates of less
than 1%. We performed a flooding search for each unique
object in the system from random nodes. We used query ID
caching for duplicate query suppression. We recorded the
number of queries that were successfully resolved as well
as the number of messages sent for each query and the number of unique nodes that were visited by the flood. We also
tracked the average messages received at each node and the
number of replicas located by the query. For flooding on
the Gnutella v0.6 (two-tier ultra-peer) topology, we used a
modified flooding algorithm that simulates the behavior of
current Gnutella query routing. For low replication ratios, a
small percentage of queries required a flood to reach almost
all nodes in the network. In these cases, the flood needed to
propagate beyond reasonable TTL limits and thus resulted
in higher mean messages per query. For a network size of
100,000 nodes, we used a TTL for floods that reflects realistic TTL limits observed in Gnutella traces and allow for
floods to resolve most (> 95%) of the queries.
We present a summary of these results in Table 1.
The comparatively low node degree and high expansion of
Makalu topologies resulted in fewer messages per query for
similar TTL values when compared to Gnutella topologies.
Compared to the Gnutella v0.4 power law topology, Makalu
reduced the TTL required by 50% while reducing the number of messages by a factor of four. The reduction in the
number of messages is greater when comparing Makalu to
the modern Gnutella v0.6 topology under low replication ratios (0.1% and 0.05%). In these cases, the low node degree
and high expansion of Makalu allowed for most queries to
be resolved with fewer than 7,000 messages. The high degree of ultrapeers in the Gnutella v0.6 topology required
more than 7 times as many messages. The Gnutella v0.6
topology did reduce the number of messages routed to lowcapacity (leaf) peers compared to the earlier v0.4 topology.
However, our simulations verify the results presented in [1],
which showed that ultra-peers in the modern Gnutella topology are responsible for the majority of the query routing
bandwidth of the system. In particular, the high node degree of ultra-peers resulted in many outgoing messages sent
per incoming query. This is reflected in the high number of
messages required to satisfy queries for the Gnutella v0.6
topology as shown in Table 1. One of the benefits of Makalu
is that the outgoing message rate per query remained low
without affecting the ability to resolve most queries.

4.2. Flooding Performance Analysis

4.3. Makalu Flooding Efficiency

In this section, we analyzed the behavior of controlled
flooding on a Makalu overlay. For our experiments, we
placed data objects uniformly at random on nodes according
to the specified replication ratio for each object. Because

In the previous section, we showed that Makalu flooding
successfully resolved queries within a few hops even for
low replication ratios. We then focused on the efficiency
of Makalu flooding. Specifically, we were interested in the

Replication Rate
0.05%
0.1%
0.5%
1%

Gnutella v0.4 (power law)
Messages/Query Min TTL
30,557.96
7
24,155.84
7
11,959.16
6
11,942.28
6

Gnutella v0.6 (two-tier)
Messages/Query Min TTL
51,184.12
4
51,127.22
4
6,444.22
3
6,426.56
3

Makalu
Messages/Query
6,783.32
6,668.36
769.84
758.48

TTL
4
4
3
3

Table 1. Message per query and minimum TTL required to resolve queries on each topology. Network
size: 100,000 nodes

number of duplicate messages. Makalu had good connectivity between peers (high expansion) while maintaining a
low average node degree. These properties allowed flooding
queries to be propagated to many nodes with few duplicate
messages. With a TTL of 4, a flood on a Makalu topology
generated approximately 6,500 messages on a 100,000 node
network. Of these, only 2.7% were duplicates where the
query reached the same node more than once. With a TTL
of 4, flooding in Makalu resolved all queries for replication
ratios above 0.05%. When the replication ratio was set at
0.05% and a TTL of 4 was used, 95% of the queries were
satisfied. For relatively high replication ratios (≥ 0.5%),
a TTL of 3 resolved all queries with less than 800 messages on a 100,000 node network. Flooding on Makalu was
efficient, even for low replication ratios (e.g., 0.05%), as
most queries were resolved with relatively few messages
(< 10, 000). In addition, the high expansion of Makalu reduced the number of duplicate messages sent because each
hop in the flood reached unique nodes.

4.4. Flooding Performance Under Low
Replication Scenarios
A high expansion implies that from any node, a large
percentage of the nodes in the network are reachable within
only a few hops. However, the property that allows for such
large coverage also implies that a flood that travels deep into
the network will generate many duplicate messages. From
any node in a graph with high, we expect a large number of disjoint paths leaving the node [12, 13]. As each
of these paths reach further out, there are fewer unvisited
nodes that each path can reach. This leads to multiple paths
converging to the same node. We call the point at which
multiple paths begin to reach the same nodes the Convergence Boundary. The Convergence Boundary occurs when
roughly half the nodes have been visited; it coincides with
approximately half the diameter of a graph. Flooding in expander graphs have two phases: an expanding phase and
a converging phase. While the flood expands toward the
Convergence Boundary, the flood is in the expanding phase
and when it crosses the Convergence Boundary, it begins

the converging phase. Because paths are disjoint in the expanding phase, flooding generates few duplicate messages
in the expanding phase. However, once the flood crosses
the Convergence Boundary, there will be a significant increase in the number of duplicate messages. Epidemic algorithms [30, 9, 19] might be deployed beyond the Convergence Boundary to reduce the number of such duplicates.
For realistic replication ratios, Makalu flooding is efficient.
In circumstances where the replication ratio is very low and
every node must be reached, a DHT-based flooding mechanism such as Structella [5] may give better performance.
Nevertheless, even for a replication ratio such as 0.01% (or
10 nodes out of 100,000), flooding on Makalu resolved 56%
of queries within 4 hops and an approximately 6,500 messages.

4.5. Scalability of Flooding as the Size of
the Network Increased
In the previous section, we showed that we can exploit
the properties of a Makalu topology to perform an efficient
flooding search. In this section we show the performance
of Makalu flooding on networks of various sizes. We were
interested in analyzing the interplay between the minimum
TTL requires to satisfy queries and the number of messages
generated per query as the size of the network increased. In
this experiment, we fixed the replication ratio of objects and
varied the size of the network. Although we only present
results for a replication ratio of 1%, our results for various replication ratios from 0.05% to 0.5% showed similar
results. In Figure 2 we plotted the average number of messages sent per query as the size of the network increased
using a fixed replication ratio of 1% and a fixed TTL of
4. Note that this is a log-log plot. We see evidence that
even though the number of messages increased as the network grew, floods on larger networks sent proportionally
fewer messages with respect to the size of the network. The
number of messages sent grew slower than linearly, which
means that flooding on a Makalu topology scaled well as
the size of the network increased.
In Figure 3, we show how the relationship between suc-
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Figure 2. Messages per query vs. network
size for various Makalu network sizes using a 1% replication ratio (log-log plot). The
messages per query use a fixed TTL of 4
which yields a 100% success rate in resolving queries.

cess rate and TTL changes as the network size changes. We
see that the success rates were similar across all network
sizes. This behavior was expected of the Makalu topology.
Because the capacity of each node remained fixed as the
network grew, smaller networks had limited opportunity to
maximize their connectivity. So, even though larger graphs
had more nodes, their “spread” within the first few hops
was not restricted. Floods on larger graphs reached proportionally more nodes at each hop. This means that although
larger graphs sent more messages, the flood did not need to
travel as far because it was likely to locate a replica in fewer
hops.

4.6. Indexed Identifier Search
In this section, we analyze the performance of the system in resolving searches where the identifier of the desired
object is known in advance. We show that the expandergraph properties of our overlay led to favorable conditions
for success of this approach. We examined indexed identifier searches using attenuated Bloom filters [25]. A Bloom
filter is a compact representation of a large set of objects that
allows one to easily test whether a given object is a member of that set [4]. An attenuated Bloom filter is a hierarchy
of Bloom filters, each of which contains aggregate information about some set of nodes. Specifically, the Bloom filter
at level i represents the aggregate content store on nodes
that are i hops away. Because deeper levels of the attenu-
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Figure 3. Success rate vs. TTL of flooding
search for various Makalu network sizes using
a 1% replication ratio.

ated Bloom filter contain aggregate information for an increasingly larger set of nodes, the corresponding Bloom filter will be more populated thus increasing the false positive
rate. For this reason, the results from Bloom filters near the
top of the hierarchy are given more weight when computing the score because their false positive rate is expected
to be low. The high expansion properties of the Makalu
overlay allowed the attenuated Bloom filter to function efficiently since each node had access to information about
a large number of nodes. The attenuated Bloom filter captured information about a large portion of the network while
limiting the number hops in the network needed to obtain
this information. When two peers established a connection, they exchanged routing tables and their corresponding attenuated Bloom filters. The routing tables and attenuated Bloom filters capture information about each peers
neighborhood. In this way, peers need only communicate
with their direct neighbors to discover information about
their neighborhood. Searches using attenuated Bloom filters
were resolved quickly because at each hop in the search, the
potential function guiding the search was able to make high
quality decisions.
For this experiment, we generated a 100,000 node topology and populated the nodes with objects where each object
was replicated uniformly at random on a given percentage
of the nodes. We then ran the search algorithm using an attenuated Bloom filter [25] with a depth of three on our simulator and recorded the number of messages sent, number
of nodes that were visited, and the number of queries that
were successfully resolved. Figure 4 plots the percentage
of successful queries versus the TTL used for each query.
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Figure 4. Success rate vs. TTL of attenuated
Bloom filter search for various replication ratios using Makalu on a 100,000 node network.

For relatively high replication rates (0.5% and 1%), most
queries (>95%) were resolved in less than five hops and all
queries were resolved within 8 hops. For a lower replication
rate of 0.1%, most queries (> 75%) were resolved within
ten hops and over 95% of queries were resolved within 15
hops. Identifier searches in Makalu were efficient because
the attenuated Bloom filter at each node captured the content contained in a large number of nodes; this is a consequence of Makalu’s expander graph properties.

4.7. Summary of Results

In this section we showed that a Makalu overlay effectively supported efficient searches. We showed that Makalu
resolved flooding searches with fewer messages per query
than Gnutella. Further, we showed that Makalu scaled
well as the number of nodes in the overlay increased. We
showed that the number of messages per query increased
sub-linearly with the size of the network. Increasing the
network size by two orders of magnitude only increased the
number of messages per query by about 2.6 times. In addition to flooding searches, we showed that Makalu supported efficient identifier searches. We used attenuated
Bloom filters for probabilistic routing of identifier queries
and showed that even on networks as large as 100K nodes,
most queries were resolved in fewer than 10 hops. In
the next section, we validate Makalu against data collected
from the state of Gnutella in 2003 and 2006.

5. Experimental Validation
In addition to simulation results, we were interested in
evaluating our design choices against a current active and
large-scale P2P system. The analysis in [1] provides data
on query rates and bandwidth utilization of Gnutella traffic in 2003 and 2006. In 2003, a peer received over 400K
query messages in a 2 hour interval, or approximately 60
queries per second. In 2006, this number was drastically reduced to 23K queries in a 2 hour interval, or about 3 queries
per second. However, in 2006, queries were propagated by
ultra-peers to a mean of 38 peers, compared to 4 peers in
2003. This corresponds to an outgoing query bandwidth of
103 kbps in 2006, compared to over 130 kbps in 2003 resulting in little net bandwidth savings compared to the large
reduction in incoming query traffic.

Outgoing Msgs per query
Outgoing Msgs per second
Outgoing Bandwidth
Query Success Rate

Gnutella
38.439
124.16
103.4 kbps
6.9%

Makalu
8.5
27.45
23.04 kbps
36%

Table 2. Traffic comparison between Makalu
and Gnutella Search Traffic

Applying these findings to flooding search on a Makalu
topology resulted in a significant improvement of both
search performance and bandwidth utilization. Using the
current Gnutella incoming query traffic metrics, we calculated the bandwidth used for a flooding search on a Makalu
topology with 100,000 nodes and mean node degree of 9.5.
We evaluated Makalu searches on our simulator assuming
a worst case scenario where each object existed on only 1
node in the 100,000 node network. The measured success
rates captured the worst case performance of search. On average, a search had to cover a large portion of the network.
The results are shown in Table 2. With a mean incoming
query traffic rate of 3.23 queries per second and a mean
query size of 106 bytes, a search on a Makalu topology
generated 8.5 outgoing messages per query and 0.9 kB per
query or 23.04 kbps. Using a TTL of 5, simulation results
showed that in a 100,000 node network with mean node degree of 9.5, flooding searches in Makalu resolved 36% of
the queries. In comparison, the current Gnutella protocol
can generate up to 103.4 kbps of outgoing query traffic and
the success rate experienced by the traffic capturing client
was only 6.9%. Currently, a Gnutella ultra-peer can have
many neighbors; our traffic capturing client had up to 64
neighbors with 35 to 40 ultra-peer neighbors active at any
given point in time. Yet, such a large number of neighbors only yields a success rate visible to the client of less

than 10%. A similar search on Makalu resolved 36% of the
queries with 75% less neighbors per node and, in turn, 75%
less outgoing bandwidth consumption.

6. Related Work
Previous research has investigated various search techniques in unstructured P2P networks. For example, random
walks have been proposed as an alternative to flooding in
unstructured P2P networks [20]. Random walks can effectively reduce the number of messages sent per query at the
expense of increased response time for the query. Search
performance using random walks depends on an overlay
having connectivity properties that allow for the walk to
traverse the overlay efficiently. Other work [2] relied on
searches being routed to the highly connected nodes since
these nodes have access to the largest number of neighbors. However, this approach placed a great burden on these
highly connected nodes as they must route the majority of
queries. Fundamentally, searches required access to information at each node in order to effectively be resolved. An
overlay with low connectivity at most peers as in power law
topologies lacks the ability to provide searches with the necessary information to resolve the queries efficiently. Gia [7]
attempted to improve the scalability of power law systems
by choosing high capacity nodes for immediate peers and
replaced the flooding search with a random-walk search.
However, Gnutella’s topology is no longer a power law
topology thus limiting Gia’s effectiveness in Gnutella-like
systems. Additionally, power law topologies are susceptible to targeted attacks. Makalu’s design was geared to
providing fault-tolerance and facilitating current and future
searches in unstructured P2P with little modification to the
search mechanisms.
Our work showed that Makalu resolved most queries
given a reasonable TTL. However, we do not mandate a
specific mechanism for selecting the TTL. The TTL may be
set as a parameter of the system as in the current Gnutella.
Alternatively, a dynamic TTL selection mechanism can be
used to adapt the TTL for queries at run-time. Chang and
Liu in [6] described a dynamic programming mechanism
that selected an appropriate TTL when the probability distribution of the object locations was known in advance.
When the distribution was not known in advance, they used
a randomized mechanism to select an appropriate TTL. This
approach can be integrated into a Makalu search that relies
on TTL to control the spread of queries.
Early work in analyzing peer-to-peer systems identified
several key features of P2P file-sharing systems. First,
Saroiu et. al. [27] and Ripeanu et. al. [26] studied the
Gnutella file-sharing network to determine the structure of
the Gnutella topology and the characteristics of the network
connectivity and file-sharing behavior of users. They found

that a large percentage of nodes had slow and low bandwidth network connectivity. Additionally, they reported
that the overlay topologies have power law degree distributions. More recently, Stutzbach et. al. [29] show that
the modern Gnutella two-tier ultra-peer architecture does
not follow a true power law distribution since ultrapeers try
to maintain a fixed number of connections. In [23] Bustamante et al characterized the behavior of Gnutella [14] and
Overnet/eDonkey [22]. The authors showed that Gnutella’s
queuing time was significantly slower than Overnet’s due,
in part, to Overnet’s use of a distributed hash table (DHT)
[21] to speed up keyword lookups. Our prior study of the
long-term analysis of Gnutella traffic [1] revealed that more
than 90% of the bandwidth used to process queries at an
ultra-peer is wasted. Our goal in this work was to develop
a P2P system that can improve search performance by creating an overlay that has good connectivity similar to expander graphs.
Law et. al. [18] explored the use of expander graphs
as overlays for P2P networks. Their approach involves the
use of 2d-regular multigraphs where the edges of the graph
are composed of d Hamilton cycles. They prove that their
algorithm generates an overlay that is an expander graph
with high probability. Although regular random graphs are
theoretically good expanders, creating a P2P system using k-regular random graph on real networks poses several
problems. First, building and maintaining regular random
graphs in a dynamic and distributed network is expensive
and requires a great deal of coordination and communication. Routing on such an overlay depends on the overlay
being stable. In the presence of node churn, maintaining
a stable overlay that is a k-regular random graph becomes
increasingly complex. Second, the uniform node degree restriction of k-regular graphs does not map well to real networks. There can be large variability in the network connectivity of the nodes in the network. Forcing a fixed degree
causes some nodes to be over-committed while communication capacity of other nodes are under-utilized. Instead, our
algorithm relies only on local information for each node and
tries to maximize the expansion from each node’s neighborhood while minimizing the latency to its neighbors. We
show that the resulting overlays exhibit similar connectivity properties to expander graphs without requiring global
coordination or a fixed number of connections at each node.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that a distributed algorithm can
create overlays that approximate the structure of expander
graphs using only local information while allowing nodes
to have varying degrees. We showed that this algorithm was
able to withstand the failure of over 30% of the nodes in the
system while still maintaining good communication costs

and search performance. For low replication ratios, Makalu
resolved most queries within 4 hops and 6,500 messages
in a 100,000 node network with less than 5% of the messages sent being duplicate messages. We also showed that
Makalu scaled well to over 100,000 nodes with respect to
flooding search performance. Additionally, Makalu overlays can be exploited for their high expansion to support
efficient indexed identifier searches using mechanisms such
as attenuated Bloom filters to route the queries. In this approach, most searches were resolved in less than 10 messages (hops) for replication ratios as low as 0.01%. We
also showed experimentally that Makalu achieved higher
query success rates than Gnutella searches while reducing
the bandwidth consumed at each node.
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